
Thinking 
“Finally, brethren … think on these things.”  Philippians 4:9 
 
 
It’s no secret that believers are supposed to be different.  
Because the Lord has saved us and we are therefore 
bought with a price, our souls and bodies belong to God.  
God expects His possession to glorify Him in our actions.  
In times leading up to our salvation, we did things that 
were spiritually off base; our lives were driven by our 
flesh and were controlled by sin.  But now that we are 
saved we are new creations in Christ.  We are supposed to 
walk as if we are children of light (Ephesians 5:8).   
 
Walking as Scripture expects is no easy task!  The flesh is 
so bent on doing wrong that its unrelenting thirst for sin 
cannot be satisfied.  If we give it an inch we will lose.  And 
the spiritual life is not an equal replacement for the 
pleasures of sin.  The spiritual life does not attempt to 
satisfy the flesh (it works against it) – and it rarely 
satisfies the body.  Our minds are so geared to fulfilling 
our bodily appetites that the spiritual life sometimes 
seems to be less than best. 
 
Essentially living as a believer can be quite challenging.  
There are days when we do a pretty good job (relatively 
speaking) and there are other days where we ourselves 
wonder about our own commitment!  Regardless, the 
believer does try to live for the Lord. 
 
I don’t mean to make the Christian life look even more 
difficult; but we need to keep yet another factor in mind.  
Our actions are not the only area needing constant 
attention for doing right.  The Bible also tells us that we 
need to have a different way of thinking. 
 

Comparatively speaking actions are not as many or as 
difficult to control as thinking.  Much of the time, we 
control our actions pretty well.  When we are reading 
Scripture, when we are in public, when we are with 
believers, and when we are sleeping, our actions are 
usually in good order.  In most circumstances we will 
force ourselves to act right.  After all, we want to be a 
good testimony, and people see what we do, hear what we 
say, or are somehow impacted by our actions. 
 
But thinking is different.  We can act out the part of a 
saint while having the thoughts of a devil.  People cannot 
see what goes on in our minds.  Here, our operations can 
be spiritually pleasing or seriously ungodly.  It is possible 
to read Scripture while thinking evil.  It is possible to sing 
in church while dwelling on wrongdoing.  It is possible to 
put on an outward Christian testimony while cherishing 
wickedness within.   
 
Isn’t it an uncomfortable experience to be acting the part 
of a believer while not being inwardly pure?  Wouldn’t it 
be good if we could make both our actions and our 
thoughts work in conformity to the expectations of 
Scripture?  Aren’t you most contented when your 
thoughts and actions are Spirit-led? 
 
Right actions should be the result of right thoughts.  
When we act right but think wrong, we are doing what we 
know we should do; but we’re only going through the 
motions.  When we act right because we think right, we 
are being Spirit led.  This will not only provide clarity to 
our decisions but it will also provide calmness to our 
souls.  There are many passages in Scripture that guide us 
into having right thoughts.  Let’s look at a couple of them 
– one that shows clarity in decision-making; the other that 
shows internal calmness. 
 
 



Clarity in decision-making: 
In Joshua 1:7-8, God required Joshua to be vigilant to 
maintain obedience.  He told him to be careful in obeying 
it all, without even the slightest deviation, constantly 
speaking it, with a steady focus on divine things, and 
being sure to remain faithful to the written Word.  God 
expected Joshua to live a particular way.  But this 
obedience was not merely outward action.  Notice what he 
was told in verse 8:  “you shall meditate in it day and 
night, that you may observe to do according to all that is 
written in it.”  In order for Joshua to do these things the 
right way he needed to engage his mind in them.  How?  
Four ways: 
 

 First, he needed familiarity with God’s Word (“not 
depart”).  God’s Word was to be so familiar to him 
that it permeated his thoughts.  God’s Word was to 
be so ingrained in his thinking that his mind shaped 
and directed the words that came out of his mouth. 

 Second, he needed to dwell on God’s Word.  To 
“meditate in them” means more than familiarity; it 
suggests thinking through the teaching.  Sometimes 
we read Scripture without considering what we’re 
reading; the real benefit comes when we allow the 
words and their meaning to make God’s intended 
sense in us. 

 Third, God’s Word was to be a constant thought in 
his mind.  God told Joshua that he needed to dwell 
on it “day and night” in order to allow Scripture to 
produce change that will be practiced.  This means 
that there is never a time when the believer is to be 
independent of the influence of God’s Word. 

 Fourth, he was to be thorough.  His thoughts were 
to be on everything that God said (“all that is 
written”), ensuring that he accomplished precisely 
what God wanted.  It is easy to pick and choose 
what we want to study and think about; but this 

tells us to cover all areas (including those that may 
not be as appealing). 

 
God was preparing Joshua for a serious position of 
spiritual and national leadership.  His dependence on the 
Lord needed to be great.  He could not simply make 
decisions on the go by personal wisdom.  He needed the 
Lord.  The way for him to have divine wisdom and lead 
with effectiveness was to allow the Word of God to 
permeate his entire thought process.  With a thoroughly 
saturated spiritual mind, Joshua could act out God’s ways. 
 
Calmness in the soul: 
One other familiar passage is Philippians 4:4-9.  Here, the 
apostle guides us into the type of thinking that is 
necessary for an undisturbed mind.  “Many are the 
afflictions of the righteous”, Scripture says.  Our lives can 
be troubled with pressures or problems that tend to rob 
us of happiness and instead disturb our thoughts.  Right 
thinking will help. 
 

“Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, 
whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things 
are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever 
things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good 
report; if there be any virtue, and if there be any 
praise, think on these things.”   

 
We are all familiar with the verse; but have we spent much 
time dwelling on the last four words, “think on these 
things”?   
 
If we are troubled in our minds, it is good to be active.  
Activity tends to get our minds off of certain things that 
disturb our rest.  But even active people need to stop and 
get to sleep.  In those moments before sleep, the troubled 
thoughts tend to well up.  Here, Scripture tells us to think 
about specific things.  These good qualities need to be in 



our minds in order to change our thinking.  The word 
“think” tells us to ponder or be attentive to these good 
Christian qualities.  The idea is to get troubling thoughts 
out by replacing them with godly traits on which we dwell.  
Even when troubling thoughts force their ways into our 
lives godly thoughts will replace and then remove them.   
 
In verse 9 these thoughts are not just in the mind.  
Thinking about these things is the beginning of putting 
them into practice.  The more we dwell on them, the more 
likely we are to act them out in our lives.  The thoughts 
encourage the actions, and the two together make for 
peace. 
 
As demanding as the Christian life might seem, we find 
that God’s commands are actually not heavy!  Jesus 
assured us that His yoke is easy and His burden is light.  
And as we see here in Philippians 4:9, when we do what 
God wants us to do because we think what God wants us 
to think, we gain the peace – the satisfaction of life – that 
only God can give. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Philippians 4:4-9 
 

4  Rejoice in the Lord alway: and again I say, Rejoice. 

5  Let your moderation be known unto all men. The Lord is at hand. 

6  Be careful for nothing; but in everything by prayer and supplication 

with thanksgiving let your requests be made known unto God. 

7  And the peace of God, which passeth all understanding, shall keep 

your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus. 

8  Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are 

honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, 

whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if 

there be any virtue, and if there be any praise, think on these things. 

9  Those things, which ye have both learned, and received, and heard, 

and seen in me, do: and the God of peace shall be with you. 


